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ABSTRACT: THERE IS NO EUROPEAN UNANIMITY IN VALIDATING KOSSOVO'S
INDEPENDENCE. GHEORGHE I. BRĂTIANU MENTIONED - TALKING ABOUT THE CONCEPT OF THE
„SECURITY SPACE” - TWO DECISIVE GEO-POLITICAL POSITIONS AT THE BLACK SEA: THE BOSFOR
AND DARDANS STRAIGHTS[1] AND CRIMEEA, RESPECTIVELY „WHO HAS CRIMEA CAN HOLD THE
BLACK SEA.”
THE DISMEMBERING OF CHECKOSLOVAKIA AND JUGOSLAVIA AND THE TWO GERMAN
STATES UNITED DO NOT CONTRADICT THE FINAL ACT FROM HELSINKI.
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It was a state formed by republics that had substantial autonomy, represented in the
Federal Parliament and accessing the presidential position by rotation. The breaking of the
Federation could have been violent or peaceful.[2] According to the Federative Constitution,
the Republics were entitled to seccession, except for the two provinces in the Republic of
Serbia.[3]
Slovenia is the first to leave, for it had started the process since 1987.[4] On 7 th of
March 1990, the Parliamentary Assembly of Slovenia changes the name of the country into
the Republic of Slovenia, and in April there are the first elections.[5] In December 1990, at
the referendum, most people vote for the independence, which will be effective starting 25 th
of June 1991,[6] causing the "ten days war". On 7th of July 1991, a truce is reached by
signing the Briony Agreement and at the end of the month Jugoslavian soldiers left the
country.[7] In December 1991, the new Constitution is applied, and in 1992, Slovenia is
validated as an independent state by the EU States and by the UN.[8]
Croatia. At the beginning of 1990, the Croatian faction of the Communist Party asked
for larger autonomy within the federation.[9] During the same year there are free elections,
Franjo Tudjman being elected; this would create iter-ethnical tensions, so that Serbians
would create the Republic of Krajina[10], in order to become independent from Croatia. In
June 1991[11], Croatia declares its independence, starting the 8 th of October 1991.[12] The
Jugoslavian National Army and some Serbian para-military groups attcked Croatia,
managing to conquer a vast territory.[13] The EU intervened to mediate the Briony
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Agreements[14] – to cease fire and to support the independence of Slovenia and Croatia.[15]
In 1992, Croatia, Slovenia and Bosnia-Herţegovina are validated by the EU representatives
and later on by the UN as independent states.[16] In the summer of 1995, Croatia's war for
independence is concluded by the Erdut Agreement in November 1995[17]; the restitution
of the occupied zones is ended in January 1998.
Bosnia-Hertzegovina. Sloenia and Croatia's independence declarations started the
same process in Bosnia-Hertzegovina. Politicians were divided in two: some wanted to
remain in the federation[18], some wanted the indepedence.[19] Plus that starting with 1991
there were discussions between the Serbian and the Croatian presidents regarding the
splitting of Bosnia-Hertzegovina in two, a part for each side[20], but, because each president
wanted more for his state, dissagreements appered. The Serbian politicians left the Sarajevo
Parliament and formed the Assembly of the Serbians in Bosnia-Hertzegovina, the base of
"The Serbian republic of Bosnia-Hertzegovina" (January 1992), that turned into ”The Srpska
Republic” in August the same year. ON 15th of October 1991, Bosnia-Hertzegovina
declares its sovereignty, and in February-March 1992 there is a referendum on
idependence[21]. On 3rd of March 1992, Bosnia-Hertzegovina declares its independence;
once it is internationally validated, the Jugoslavian Army is forced to retreat. The BosnianSerbians soldiers from the Jugoslavian Army continued to fight, groupped in the army of the
Srpska Republic, helped by volunteers, some para-military forces and the Republic of
Jugoslavia. In 1992, after the victory of the Bosnian Forces, a part of the BosnieiHertzegovina got under the control of the Srpska Republic. In March 1994, the BosniaHertzegovina Federation is formed, following the signing of the Washington
Agreements[22]; its army managed to free the Autonomous Province of the West Bosnia in
the same year. In 1995, as a result of the masacre in Srebrenica, there is a terrestrial
offensive of the Croatian and Bosnian forces against the army of the Srpska Republic;
NATO’s bombings determined the beginning of the negociations. In December1995, by the
Dayton Agreement the war was ended.[23]
Serbia tried to control both the collective leading and the Federal Parliament,
transferring the decisional process to Serbia.[24]
The dismembering of Jugoslavia is specific to a federal structure (the state entity
ceases to exist), but this process is different from the unilateral secession (some part of the
territory is taken outside the respective statal entity).[25]
If the dismembering is made forcesfully with the purpose of the secession, the mutual
agreement - method specified by the bases of the federal establishment- the nuances become
more complicated.[26]
Kosovo and Crimeea precedents contested the onusian theme sainga that on an
independent and sovereign terrain there is only one people (in the sense of a single nation,
reffering directly to the right to the respective land)[27] and promoted a new way to
validate the pretensions of the autonomous and secessionis movements; the communities
represented by them would be distinct people, with distinct socio-cultural
determinants.[28]
The dismembering of Checkoslovakia and Jugoslavia and the two German states
united do not contradict the Final Act from Helsinki.
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To ignore the principle of not revising the borders stated in Helsinki’75 places in a
delicate situation the states that gave up the territorial pretencies to which they were
entitled, in order to eliminate future problems caused by separatist movements.[29] More
than that, it is considered that the secessiona has regional and global implications;
therefore, not even agreements for secession cannot be encouraged or recommended as a
modality to change international borders.[30]
In the case of Kosovo, there was considered a case with unique circumstances, not
one of self-determination; it was seen as a precedent but a casus sui-generis in the
international policy, ven though the main justification - human rights violation - exist in
other separatist conflicts as well.[31] In the Kosovo file, Russia supported only the
solutions ”of universal nature” and tryed to block any variant that would have ”applyed a
set of principles for a case and another set for other case”[32] considering unilateral
secession as precedent for the frozen conflicts in Transnistria, South Ossetia and NagornoKarabakh. [33]
Crimea's status questions Helsinki '75.[34]
One opinion justified Kossovo's separation from Serbia with the right to selfdeermination of the Albanese people compared to the collonial entities, corelated with the
right to secession as a”remedy.” Yet, Kossovo cannot be used as precedent of the right to
self-determination.[35]
The position of CIJ[36], asked by the General Assembly regarding the unilateral
independence declaration of Kossovo is built on numerous subtle interpretations that
cannot be extended or serve as a fundament for future secession movements.[37]
According to some opinions, Crimea's annexation ignores the principle of nonviolent annexation, breaking the integrity and sovereignty of a state creating tensions
between the international law agreements and producing international instability.[38]
Starting the Kossovo precedent (semnificative in the international jurisprudence), a
political group devoted to Flander's independence suggests a parliamentary procedure with
qualified majority and without referendum, based on the right to free circulation in the EU,
this being in fact, a "Flander Crimea".
There is no European unanimity in validating Kossovo's independence, but a
functional perspective is admited, without a time frame, to ensure relations between Serbia
and Kossovo.[39]
The international stability and the basic principles of the international relations were
shaked by the Kossovo issue, by the effect of the self-determination demand on the post1989 world order.[40] According to some opinions, the status of the international law is
seriously questionned, a situation specific to major geo-political re-arrangements.[41]
The Ukrainian Army, less stronger than The Russian Army (see the chart with the forces
ratio) so many specialists considered that the Ukrainians would have been quickly defeated in
a confrontation with the Russians.[42]
Defence
expensives

Army

Tanks

Artillery Helicopters Planes

Russia 69 mld USD 300.000 2.850
4.670
1.404
Ukraine 2 mld USD
68.000
735
2.411
129
Table no. 1 –Russia -Ukraine armed forces ratio[43]

2.250
322
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The political and economical situation in Ukraine at the beginning of 2014 is so
difficult in the absence of a consistent external financial help, with the crises extending on
the background.[44]
Crimea annexation by Russia means the end of the XXth century and the beginning of
a new century in which Russia and the Occident are at war with Ukraine in the middle to
have the faith of Poland in the XVIII th century,[45] there being a tight bond between the
Arab Spring and the Ukrainean crises.[46]
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